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Return to Life
Resurrecting… Earth, Easter and School
– Chaiti Ann Sarkar– Department of English–

Easter, a season of jubilation, a day when Lord Jesus Christ had
Resurrected from the dead. Amidst the festivity and
merrymaking of Easter this year 22nd April was the Earth Day,
the annual celebration of environmental movements observed
by communities around the world to conserve our environment.
This globe of green-land amidst the vast stretches of oceans had
once a sky painted saffron with hues of Sir Pablo Picasso's pastel
colours where the stellar nights cave in into magnificent yet
obscured canister of Shakespearean sonnet. But now due to
several human activities, the iridescent sky transpires out of the
desolating heat to breathe the numbness of VIBGYOR.
According to the Bible, “And the Lord God took the man, and
put him into the garden of Eden to dress it and keep it” (Genesis
2:15), but environmental degradation caused by human
activities is leading to devastating effect on the creation of God
which we were summoned by God to protect. Depletion of the
ozone layer, use of chemical pesticides and fertilisers,
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deforestation leading to flood, global warming are some of the
multitudinous examples of Environmental degradation. Making
little efforts can help to reduce degradation of the Earth and
restore our fascinatingly green-land. So in this spirit of Easter
and the celebration of the Resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ,
may we wake up from our interminable slumber of ignorance
and make little efforts to reduce environmental degradation
and restore the land of once exuberant foliage; our Mother
Earth.
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The Son of Man
– Swanik Choudhury– VII A –

The teacher of Man has come to Earth,
As a divine human, through a humble birth;
In a manger, in a shed, but filled with love,
A guide to humans, sent from heaven above.
The sins were corrected by Him, the Christ,
By some he was hated, by some he was liked;
But some leaders got jealous and wanted power:
And accused him a sinner, called him a liar.
Crucified, but through his suffering, he believed,
That the sins of mankind, he had relieved;
And taught us a better path - the path of truth,
He was our friend, the friend of youth.
Nailed to the cross, but our sins, he forgave,
As his lifeless body was put in his grave;
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But three days later, when they came to see,
There was no body of Christ, there to be!
And in resurrecting from dust, he had reborn
And woke to a brighter, and better new dawn;
And gave us, another chance, to correct our mistake:
Another opportunity - it's our choice to make.
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Ressurection
– Soham Chowdhury – VII A –

The night has come,
With darkness all around,
Like black painted on the sky,
And the light abating.
The winds are strong,
And the trees are loud;

The guards have slept,
With nobody all around.
The time to leave has come,
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With such a petrifying colour;
There is nothing to be done,
Except to cross the bridge.

But still, there is hope,

Hope, for a better tomorrow;
For the body is gone,
But the soul remains.
For if there is night,
There will always be morning;
For if there is death,
There will always be rebirth.
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Starting Afresh
– Bhaibhav Kapoor – VI A–

Every sunrise comes with a 'new beginning' or a 'fresh start'. It
brings a new hope, joy and positivity to everyone. Nature always
remind us that change is the law of nature and a sign of progress.
The times that we never dreamt of, the pandemic times
which blew around the globe leaving no space untouched. As a
result, schools, colleges and universities were closed. We, the
children, went through a very difficult time as we were completely
in home confinement. Going to school didn't mean travelling along
the road, but it meant travelling from one bedroom to one drawing
room and turning on the laptop. The digital world was a dilemma
for students and teachers. Our teachers showed their great efforts,
preparing us for those virtual classes so that learning never stopped.
We all were waiting for the day when the situation would get better
or when life would begin with new hope. The time has changed by
the grace of god. Everything got back to normal. A new beginning
or a new academic session '2022-23'has started.
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What's better than going back to school after 2 years to a
new classroom with a new set of teachers and a few more new
classmates. The beginning of new class brings joy and happiness.
The first assembly was followed by congratulations and welcome
speech by our respected Father Principal. The speech inspired us to
get ourselves back to the same routine with more positiveness. This
session will be new chance for us to rebuild what we want. It is a
new beginning of our school life and definitely things will change.
Like every sunrise, a new beginning comes with new opportunities.
We should not miss it. The beginning of this academic year means
new hope, learn and experience new things those we never knew
before. It is time to work harder, focus stronger and we will be able
to accomplish the impossible. A famous quotes said by Mother
Teresa can help us to start a fresh day with strong
determination.
"Yesterday is gone.

Tomorrow has not yet come
We have only today.
Let us begin."
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A New Beginning
– Ishaanabho bandyopadhyay – VI A –

When the government announced that the lockdown would start and the
schools would opt for online classes, I was pretty happy, not having to wake up
so early at 8:00 am, not having to carry heavy bags, not wearing shoes and
socks- just opening the PC and logging to MS Teams. But after a year, it became
boring and monotonous as we did our classes, home works, assignments and
the likes. Then, as we thought that it was difficult to do the same things again
and again, day in and day out, all hopes were lost. Our government finally
announced to our delight that schools may reopen again.
That was my ‘New Beginning’- a new beginning, to the new class, new teachers,
and new subjects like Chemistry, Physics, Geography, History and Biology. I was
so excited to read through the pages of my text books once I got them. The new
subjects and the knowledge I will be gaining gave me goosebumps and I was
thrilled. I was happy that I would finally get to see my teachers in person and
gain knowledge for knowledge’ sake. I was happy that I will again meet my
friends and talk, play and sing with them to my heart’s content. I was elated to
be a part of ‘High School’ of my school Don Bosco, Park Circus, and the
happiness knew no bounds when I was elected to be the class monitor.
This is when I thanked God that we were again given a chance to start a ‘new
beginning’ and I promised myself to make the best use of it.
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Earth Day – A deeper dive
– Srinjoy Mitra – XII A –

(Two siblings, Gaurav and Preeti, have visited the fringe of a forest on a holiday.
They have one thing in common – a unique love for their planet. Here’s how
they plan to make Earth a safer, greener and cleaner place for generations to
come)
Gaurav – Wow Preeti! This place gives me goosebumps. I always feel Nature has
cradled me in her arms. How I wish I could push through this thick green
wilderness!
Preeti – Yes, have a look at the infinite shades of green surrounding us. I can hear
the music of the leaves and the twittering of the birds. Ah! The petrichor offers
solace to my soul. The place is strangely beautiful.
Gaurav – It’s seductive. It is the land of perfect bliss. The untamed splendor of the
Earth accompanied by the lush greenery, I see, seems to heal me from all my day’s
exertions. But, Preeti, why don’t we experience the same landscape in our
hometown?
Preeti – Well, the only possible reason to your question is that cities never sleep.
Didn’t Mom recently show you the newspaper article which detailed about the
sudden spike in pollution levels in Kolkata? With rapid industrialization, we are
probably inviting our doom. The picture is terribly gloomy as far as cities are
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concerned.
Gaurav – And that’s why you often come here to touch the tranquil atmosphere
that hardly exists anywhere?
Preeti – Mother Nature gives me a call and my soul receives the signal. (Laughs) A
gentle stare at the restless pines and the babbling brook that runs behind eases the
tension in my mind. I feel rejuvenated.
Gaurav – Hey there. Do you see someone?
Preeti – Oh Yes! I see a mob of woodcutters with axes and hatchets. I am afraid
they are in search for wood.
Gaurav – That’s ok. Does cutting a bark of wood make a huge difference?
Preeti – Of course, it does. Trees are the lungs of our land and the very roots of
our blessed existence. Safeguarding trees from being cut down is an assurance of
a better future for mankind. With rapid depletion of forests, I’m afraid human
civilization is heading towards one of the most horrific and darkest chapters of
human history.
Gaurav – Then we must stop them immediately. How can they invade lands and
chop off trees without having to make any compensation? I will not bear a single
drop of blood oozing out of Mother Earth. If She is there to protect us, we should
be able to protect her from all atrocities perpetrated against her that
threatens out very existence.
Preeti – Bravo my boy! Let’s move on.
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Soumil Dey – VI C

